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1. Introduction

For some time already, it has been realized that in non-forward kinematics, e.g. deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS), the scattering amplitudes, and thus cross sections, can be expressed in terms of objects, generalized parton distributions (GPDs), which complement the knowledge encoded in parton distribution functions [1, 2, 3]. This idea has inspired many authors, whose work has been summarized in several important review papers [4, 5, 6].

The paramount feature of the treatment of deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and DVCS is factorization, i.e., writing the full scattering amplitude as a convolution of a hard-scattering amplitude to be calculated in perturbation theory, and a soft part embodying the hadronic structure. The use of a hard photon that is far off-shell, say \(-q^2 = Q^2 \gg \) any relevant soft mass scale, enables factorization theorems [7] with the identification of the hard scattering amplitude. Light-front dynamics (LFD) (see e.g. Ref. [8]) can be invoked to further analyze the physics, as it has the advantage that vacuum diagrams are either rigorously absent or suppressed. In the context of single-photon physics (e.g. hadron form factors), it means that in a reference frame where the momentum of the photon \(q^\mu\) has vanishing plus component [9]: \(q^+ \equiv (q^0 + q^3)/\sqrt{2} = 0\), it cannot create partons, as their momenta must have positive plus-components and these components are conserved in LFD. This simplification facilitates the partonic interpretation of amplitudes [10]. In two-photon physics such as DVCS, however, both photons cannot have vanishing plus components simultaneously and thus further investigation is called for to analyze the choice of a preferred kinematics in which the amplitudes are calculated and the link between the theoretical quantities, GPDs, and the cross sections can be established.

This paper is devoted to the issue of kinematics in computing the DVCS amplitude in terms of widely used reduced operators that define GPDs. We do so in the simplest possible setting, namely DVCS on a structure-less spin-1/2 particle. Although this might seem to preclude the discussion of the GPD formalism, we shall argue that important lessons can be learnt from the analysis of this “bare bone” structure on top of which the GPDs are formulated.

In the next section, Section 2, we first report our “benchmark” calculation of the complete full DVCS amplitude for the scattering of a massless lepton off a point-like fermion \(f\) of mass \(m\). In the final state, we find the scattered lepton \(\ell\), the fermion \(f'\) with momentum \(k'\) and a (real) photon \(\gamma\), viz \(\ell \rightarrow \ell' + \gamma', \gamma' + f \rightarrow \gamma' + f'.\) (‘Complete’ means that the amplitude includes the leptonic part and ‘full’ means that no approximations are made in the calculation of the hadronic amplitude.) The complete amplitude at tree level (see Fig. 1) can be written as

\[
\mathcal{M} = \sum_{h} \mathcal{L}(\{\lambda', \lambda\}h) \frac{1}{q^2} \mathcal{M}(\{s', s\}{h', h}),
\]

(2.1)
where the quantities $\lambda', \lambda, h', h, s'$, and $s$ are the helicities of the outgoing and incoming leptons, outgoing and incoming photons, and the recoiling and target fermions, respectively.

Leaving out inessential factors, we may write

$$\mathcal{L}([\lambda', \lambda] h) = \bar{u}(\ell'; \lambda') \gamma^+(q; h) u(\ell; \lambda); \quad \mathcal{H}([s', s] [h', h]) = \bar{u}(k'; \ell')(\mathcal{O} + \mathcal{O}^c) u(k; s),$$

(2.2)

where the $s$- and $u$-channel operators of the intermediate fermion are given by

$$\mathcal{O}_s = \frac{\gamma^+(q'; h')(k + q + m) \gamma^+(q; h)}{(k + q)^2 - m^2}; \quad \mathcal{O}_u = \frac{\gamma(q; h)(\gamma' - q' + m) \gamma^+(q'; h')}{(k - q')^2 - m^2}.$$

(2.3)

It is straightforward to confirm that both the lepton amplitude $\mathcal{L}([\lambda', \lambda] h)$ and the hadronic amplitude $\mathcal{H}([s', s] [h', h])$ satisfy the gauge invariance by substituting $\gamma^+(q; h)$ by $\gamma$. To test the Lorentz invariance of the complete amplitude $\mathcal{M}$ given by Eq. (2.1), however, we may check if the amplitude is independent of the reference frame. In fact, in Ref. [11], we have considered three kinematics, each of which has its own merit of consideration, and confirmed that $\mathcal{M}$ is indeed identical in all three kinematics. Since the details of the kinematics and the results are presented in Ref. [11], here we just discuss the characteristic of each kinematics and the key finding from the corresponding calculation. All of the three kinematics [11], denoted as K1, K2, and K3 in the following, correspond to the hard-scattering part of a DVCS amplitude where the fermions are the quarks and $p^+$ is the plus-component of the momentum of the parent hadron target.

**K1** $\delta$-Kinematics ($q^+ \to 0$ as $\delta \to 0$)

In the $\delta \to 0$ limit, the $\delta$-kinematics coincides with the well-known $q^+ = 0$ frame [12] frequently cited in the discussion of the GPD formalism. Noticing that taking $q^+ = 0$ will lead to singular polarization vectors in the LF gauge $A^+ = 0$ (see e.g. Ref. [11]), we proceed with care: $q^+$ is set to $\delta p^+$, and all amplitudes are expanded in powers of $\delta$, taking the limit $\delta \to 0$ at the very end of the calculation of the complete, physical amplitude. This replaces $q^\mu$ by $q^\mu_\delta$ and $q^\mu_b$ is given by $q^\mu_\delta = \left(\delta p^+, Q, 0, \frac{Q^2}{2(\zeta + \delta) p^+} + \frac{\zeta m^2}{2(x - \delta) p^+}\right)$, where $x = \frac{k^+}{p^+}$ is the fraction of the plus momentum of the initial quark with respect to the parent hadron target and $\zeta = \frac{q^+ - q'^-}{p^+}$ is the skewness in DVCS. The corresponding lepton momenta are given by $\ell^\mu = \left(\ell^+, Q, 0, \frac{Q^2}{2\ell^+}\right)$ and $\ell'^\mu = \ell^\mu - q^\mu_\delta$, where the value of $\ell^+$ is determined by the on-mass-shell condition $\ell^2 = 0$ for the massless lepton.

**K2** $q^+ = 0$ Kinematics (effectively, ‘1+1’ dim.)

The $q^+ = 0$ kinematics without any transverse component (effectively, ‘1+1’ dimensional) avoids
the singularity in the polarization vectors of the real photon and consequently provides a convenient framework of calculation without encountering any singularity. This kinematics corresponds to the special system of coordinates used by X. Ji [1] and A. Radyushkin [2] for the derivation of the GPD formalism. In the DVCS limit as $Q \to \infty$, the corresponding lepton momenta are given by $\ell^\mu = \left(0, 0, 0, \frac{Q^2}{2p^+\zeta}\right)$ and $\ell^\mu = \ell^\mu - q^\mu$, where $q^\mu = \left(-\zeta p^+, 0, 0, \frac{Q^2}{2\zeta p^+}\right)$.

(K3) Nonvanishing $q^+\parallel$ and $q^+\perp$ Kinematics (with $m = 0$)

The nonvanishing $q^+\parallel$ and $q^+\perp$ kinematics also avoids the singularity in the amplitude calculation, while the photons carry the same order of transverse momenta as the ones in the $\delta$-kinematics (K1). The corresponding lepton momenta are given by $\ell^\mu = \left(\ell^+, \alpha Q^2, 0, \frac{Q^2}{4\alpha^2}\right)$ and $\ell^\mu = \ell^\mu - q^\mu$, where $q^\mu = \left(-\frac{\zeta}{2}p^+, \alpha Q^2, 0, \frac{Q^2}{2\zeta p^+}\right)$ and the value of $\ell^+\parallel$ is determined by $\ell^2 = 0$.

All of these three kinematics yield identical kinematical invariants such as $s = \frac{\zeta - \zeta}{\zeta}Q^2$ and $u = -\frac{\zeta}{\zeta}Q^2$ in the DVCS limit as $\delta \to 0$ and $m \to 0$. The results of both the lepton amplitude $\mathcal{L}(\{\lambda', \lambda\}, h)$ and the hadronic amplitude $\mathcal{H}(\{s', s\}, \{h', h\})$ from these three kinematics can be found in Ref.[11]. The complete DVCS amplitude $\mathcal{H}$ in Eq. (2.1) is shown in Table 1. Since all the singular terms of orders $\delta^{-2}$ and $\delta^{-1}$ are exactly cancelled out in the complete amplitude, we have taken $\delta = 0$ in Table 1. Note in Table 1 that there is an interchange\footnote{We have also confirmed the similar interchange of the helicity amplitudes between the kinematics with and without the transverse momentum of the virtual photon in the case of a form-factor calculation.} of the polarization of the final photon in the result of the ‘1+1’ dim. kinematics in comparison with the other kinematics, in which the momenta of photons have transverse components. This is remarkable in view of the LF helicity [13]. To appreciate this point, we draw in Fig. 2 the spin directions of the outgoing photon with the LF helicity $h'$ for the two different kinematics: one without any transverse momentum such as K2 and the other with the transverse momentum of order $Q$ such as K1 or K3. One should

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>${\lambda', \lambda}$</th>
<th>$h'$</th>
<th>${s', s}$</th>
<th>$\sum_{\mu} \mathcal{L}({\lambda', \lambda}, h) \frac{1}{Q^2} \mathcal{H}({h', h}, {s', s})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>${\frac{1}{2}, -\frac{1}{2}}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>${\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{\zeta - \zeta}{\zeta}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${\frac{1}{2}, -\frac{1}{2}}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>${\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{\zeta - \zeta}{\zeta}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>${\frac{1}{2}, -\frac{1}{2}}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>${\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}}$</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{2} \sqrt{\frac{\zeta - \zeta}{\zeta}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Complete DVCS amplitudes in three kinematics, denoted as K1, K2 and K3.
3. Reduction of DVCS Amplitudes with GPDs

Rewriting the s- and u-channel hadronic amplitudes (see Eqs. (2.2)-(2.3)) as

\[ \bar{u}(k';s') \sigma_{\mu} u(k;s) = \epsilon_{\mu}^*(q';h') \epsilon_{\nu}(q;h) T_{s}^{\mu\nu}; \quad \bar{u}(k';s') \sigma_{\mu} u(k;s) = \epsilon_{\mu}^*(q';h') \epsilon_{\nu}(q;h) T_{u}^{\mu\nu}, \]

(3.1)

we may neglect an inessential fermion mass \( m \) to express the tensorial amplitudes \( T_{s}^{\mu\nu} \) and \( T_{u}^{\mu\nu} \) as

\[ T_{s}^{\mu\nu} = \frac{k_\alpha + q_\alpha}{s} \bar{u}(k';s') \gamma^\mu \gamma^\alpha \gamma^\nu u(k;s); \quad T_{u}^{\mu\nu} = \frac{k_\alpha - q_\alpha}{u} \bar{u}(k';s') \gamma^\nu \gamma^\alpha \gamma^\mu u(k;s), \]

(3.2)

respectively. Using the identity

\[ \gamma^\mu \gamma^\alpha \gamma^\nu = g^{\mu\alpha} \gamma^\nu + g^{\alpha\nu} \gamma^\mu - g^{\nu\mu} \gamma^\alpha + i \epsilon^{\mu\alpha\nu\beta} \gamma_\beta \gamma_5 \]

(3.3)

and the Sudakov variables \( n_\mu(+) = (1,0,0,0) \) and \( n_\mu(-) = (0,0,0,1) \), one may expand \( T_{s}^{\mu\nu} \) and \( T_{u}^{\mu\nu} \) to find the terms proportional to \( \bar{u}(k';s') \gamma(+)u(k;s) \) and \( \bar{u}(k';s') \gamma(-)\gamma_5 u(k;s) \) that correspond
to the nucleon GPDs $H(x, \Delta^2, \zeta)$ and $\tilde{H}(x, \Delta^2, \zeta)$ defined e.g. in Ref. [1], respectively (here, $\Delta^2 = (q^- - q^2)^2$). As we mentioned in Section 2 regarding K2, one should note that a special system of coordinates without involving any large transverse momentum was chosen in Refs. [1] and [2] to compute the scattering amplitude in terms of GPDs.

In order to cover the more general kinematics involving large transverse momenta such as K1 and K3, we may expand $q^\mu$ (similarly $q'^\mu$) and $k^\mu$ as $q^\mu = q^+ n^\mu(+) + q^- n^\mu(-) + q_\perp^\mu$ and $k^\mu = k^+ n^\mu(+) + k^- n^\mu(-)$ with $q_\perp^\mu$ representing the transverse momenta corresponding to $q^\mu$. For $m = 0$, $k^- = 0$, and $T_{\mu\nu}$ (similarly $T_{\mu\nu}$) can be expanded as

$$T_{\mu\nu} = \frac{1}{s} \left[ \{ (k^+ + q^+) n^\nu(+) + q^- n^\nu(-) + q_\perp^\nu \} n^\nu(+) \right. $$

$$+ \{ (k^+ + q^+) n^\nu(+) + q^- n^\nu(-) + q_\perp^\nu \} n^\nu(+) - g^{\mu\nu} q^- \right] \bar{u}(k'; s') \gamma(\nu) u(k; s)$$

$$- ie^{\mu \nu \alpha \beta} \{ (k^+ + q^+) n_\alpha(+) + q^- n_\alpha(-) + q_\perp \} n_\beta(+) \bar{u}(k'; s') \gamma(\nu) \gamma_5 u(k; s) \right].$$

(3.4)

Since $q^-$ has the highest power of $Q$ among the components of momenta, one may just take the terms proportional to $q^-$ as shown in Refs. [1] and [2], i.e.,

$$T_{\mu\nu} = \frac{q^-}{s} \left[ \{ n^\nu(-) n^\nu(+) + n^\nu(-) n^\nu(+) - g^{\mu\nu} \} \bar{u}(k'; s') \gamma(\nu) u(k; s)$$

$$- ie^{\mu \nu \alpha \beta} n_\alpha(-) n_\beta(+) \bar{u}(k'; s') \gamma(\nu) \gamma_5 u(k; s) \right].$$

(3.5)

Although this is correct in the frame of reference chosen in Refs. [1] and [2], one should note that Eq. (3.5) cannot provide the full result of the hadronic amplitude in the kinematics involving large transverse momenta such as K1 and K3, because the polarization vectors $\epsilon^\mu_\mu(q'; h')$ and $\epsilon^\nu(q; h)$ in Eq. (3.1) amplify the contributions neglected in the tensorial amplitude $T_{\mu\nu}$ given by Eq. (3.5) (and similarly for $T_{\mu\nu}$). For example, the coefficient of $\bar{u}(k'; s') \gamma(\nu) u(k; s)$ in the $s$-channel hadronic amplitude $\bar{u}(k'; s') \sigma_{su}(k; s)$ is given by the following four terms:

$$\frac{1}{s} \left[ 2 (k^+ + q^+) \epsilon^+(q'; h') \epsilon^-(q; h) + \epsilon^-(q'; h') \epsilon^+(q; h) \right] q_\perp \cdot \epsilon_\perp (q; h)$$

$$+ \epsilon^-(q; h) q_\perp \cdot \epsilon^+(q'; h') - q^- \epsilon^+(q'; h') \cdot \epsilon_\perp (q; h) \right].$$

(3.6)

Since all of the above four terms have the same powers of $Q$, one cannot just take the last term proportional to $q^-$ but must keep all terms together. In other words, the factorization in the tensorial amplitude $T_{\mu\nu} + T_{\mu\nu}$ cannot hold in general because the polarization vectors $\epsilon^\mu_\mu(q'; h')$ and $\epsilon^\nu(q; h)$ can amplify the terms neglected in the tensorial amplitude unless a special system of coordinates is chosen to avoid the large transverse momenta of initial and final photons such as K2. Thus, we note that the formulation of GPDs on the level of the tensorial amplitude is not general enough to cover the kinematics with large transverse momenta such as K1 and K3 but is limited to the special system of coordinates without involving large transverse momenta such as K2.

To demonstrate the consequence of taking the reduced amplitude that keeps only the terms proportional to $q^-$ in the tensorial amplitude as done in the formulation of GPDs, we may take the following reduced hadronic operators used in the formulation of GPDs which are defined as the limits $Q \to \infty$ of the operators given in Eq. (2.3):

$$\sigma^\mu_{\mu}|_{\text{Red}} = \frac{\bar{\epsilon}^\mu(q'; h') \gamma^\mu \gamma^\mu(q; h)}{2p^+} \frac{1}{x - \zeta}; \quad \sigma^\mu_{\nu}|_{\text{Red}} = \frac{\bar{\epsilon}(q; h) \gamma^\mu \gamma^\mu(q'; h')}{2p^+} \frac{1}{x}. $$

(3.7)
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Figure 3: Due to the conservation of angular momentum, the left and right diagrams in s-channel are allowed and prohibited, respectively.

The $J = 0$ fixed pole contribution in Eq. (3.7) for point-like scattering has been discussed in Ref. [15] along with the universality of this contribution in two-photon processes.

Since the $q^+ = 0$ frame is used [12] in the GPD formalism, we utilize the $\delta$-kinematics (K1) for our demonstration [11]. In the expansion of the hard momentum scale $Q$, it is important to retain terms of orders $\delta^{-1}, \ldots, \delta^2$ as well as orders $Q^{-1}, \ldots, Q^2$, as it turns out that not only are the order $\delta^{-1}$-terms cancelled by order $\delta$ terms in the convolution of $L$ and $H$, but also that the order $Q^{-1}$-contribution of the longitudinally polarized virtual photon gives a finite contribution in leading order. Thus, if the contribution of the longitudinal polarization of the virtual photon is neglected, the singular parts do not cancel out. Contrary to the statement in Ref. [12], the contribution of the longitudinal part is not suppressed by a factor $1/Q$ compared to the contributions of the transversely polarized photons. Consequently, the contribution of the longitudinal polarization should not be neglected in the kinematics K1 and K3, where the photons carry transverse momenta of order $Q$.

Moreover, one can easily check the angular momentum conservation for the DVCS amplitude in the $q^+ = 0$ frame (K1) as shown in Fig. 3. From Fig. 3, one can easily see that the amplitude of $s_i = s'_i = 1/2, s_f = s'_f = 1/2$ and $\lambda' = +1(\lambda' = -1)$ is allowed (prohibited). Indeed, as we discussed in Section 2, our benchmark results of the complete full amplitude shown in Table 1 for all three kinematics satisfy the conservation of angular momentum. However, this is not the case for the reduced amplitudes in the GPD formalism. As we have shown in Ref. [11], the reduced amplitudes and the full ones disagree in K1 ($q^+ = 0$ frame) as well as in K3, although for the kinematics without any transverse component, K2, the reduced amplitudes and the full ones do agree.

Thus, for a correct analysis of the experimental data in DVCS, one must limit the kinematics of GPDs to the reference frame where the transverse momentum of the virtual photon is not of order $Q$ but small or zero, e.g. to the center-of-mass of virtual photon and target hadron, or to the kinematics K2, as the bulk of the GPD discussion [16, 17, 18] refers to. Since the operator that defines the GPDs, e.g. $\gamma^+$, is not invariant under the transformation from the $q_{\perp} = 0$ frame to the $q^+ = 0$ frame, the choice of reference frame matters in computing the DVCS amplitude in terms of GPDs.
4. Conclusions

Based on our tree-level calculations of DVCS amplitudes, we find that the formulation of GPDs on the level of tensorial amplitude $T_s^{\mu\nu} + T_u^{\mu\nu}$ is not general enough to cover the kinematics with large transverse momenta such as $K1$ and $K3$, but is limited to the special system of coordinates without involving large transverse momenta such as $K2$. In $K1$ and $K3$, the full hadronic amplitudes and the reduced ones do not agree, even in the limit $Q \to \infty$, which means that the calculations of the DVCS amplitudes using the GPD cannot be trusted in this kinematics. In addition, the contribution of the longitudinally polarized virtual photon is not down by one order in $Q$, but even plays the role of cancelling the singular parts. The singularities we have found are in no way connected to the strong-interaction part, but entirely due to the minus components of the photon-polarization vectors, meaning that a calculation beyond tree level will encounter the same singularities.
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